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The appearance of The Rights of Children, Beyond the Best Interests of the Child, and Modern Juvenile Justice within the past two years reflects the growing complexity of the laws pertaining to children as well as the increasing attention being afforded this area of the law by a growing number of organizations providing legal and other types of assistance.¹ This intensive activity, part of the larger civil rights “ex-
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¹ Organizations currently concentrating on problems in this area include the National Juvenile Law Center and the Youth Law Center (both national research and technical assistance, or “back-up,” centers of the Legal Services Program), the Juvenile Justice Standards Project of the Institute of Judicial Administration, the recently established Juvenile Law Center at the University of Pittsburgh funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the Mental Health Law Project of the Center for Law and Social Policy (a public interest law firm, located in Washington, D.C.), and the legal aid and public defender services in Washington, D.C., Chicago, and New York.

For examples of issues of current concern in this area, see Wilson v. Thompson, 7 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 621 (S.D.W. Va., filed Dec. 13, 1973) (No. 73-303 CH) (confine-

plosion” in the state and especially the federal courts, probably accounts in large part for the failure of these three books, notwithstanding their varied subject matter, to provide wholly inclusive and up-to-date analysis of this rapidly developing field. Nevertheless, they are, as a group, indispensable to any lawyer seriously concerned about adequately performing his responsibilities as trial counsel, legislator, agency administrator, or judge in matters affecting children.

The problem of timeliness is particularly serious in the collection of essays edited by Albert E. Wilkerson, a member of the faculty of the School of Social Administration at Temple University. In The Rights of Children, only six of the 23 pieces—the introduction, the epilogue, and four articles—originally appeared in the 1970’s. Such selections as the 1959 United Nations Declaration of the Rights of the Child; a 1968

Heyne, 355 F. Supp. 451 (N.D. Ind. 1972, supp. opinion 1973), aff’d, 491 F.2d 352 (7th Cir. 1974) (discussed note 109 infra); Breed v. R.W., 7 Clearinghouse Rev. 349 (Cal. Ct. App., filed Aug. 31, 1973) (No. 2d Crim. 24029) (order releasing juvenile from training school on ground that school had abused its discretion in not releasing the child); L.L. v. Linn, 7 Clearinghouse Rev. 560 (Cal. Super. Ct., filed Nov. 13, 1973) (No. 307) (challenge to the authority of a juvenile court to commit child to mental hospital without full hearing, including trial by jury); In re E.M.B., 13 CRIM. L. REP. 2328 (D.C. Super. Ct., June 14, 1973) (No. J. 1365-73); In re P.J., 7 Clearinghouse Rev. 108 (D.C. Super. Ct., Mar. 21, 1973) (held on constitutional grounds that a juvenile cannot be denied an abortion solely because of her age or her parents’ objection); In re Savoy, Nos. 70-4808 and 70-4714 (Juv. Ct. of D.C., Oct. 13, 1970) (discussed note 105 infra); Perrone v. Layman, 7 Clearinghouse Rev. 559 (Ill. Cir. Ct., Cook County, Juv. Div., Oct. 13, 1973) (order by juvenile court restricting grounds for preadjudication detention of juveniles and limiting such detention to ten days); In re Owens, No. 70 J 21520 (Ill. Cir. Ct., Cook County, Juv. Div., July 9, 1971) (order by juvenile court to Illinois training school to restrict the use of behavior control devices and to establish disciplinary procedures, and appointing a guardian ad litem for all children committed by the court to the institution); O. H. v. French, 504 S.W.2d 269 (Mo. 1973) (involving the constitutional and statutory validity of the transfer of incarcerated juveniles to prisons for adult offenders); In re Ellery C., 32 N.Y.2d 588, 300 N.E.2d 588, 347 N.Y.S.2d 51 (1973). See also Juvenile Justice Standards Project, Juvenile Law Litigation Directory (Institute for Judicial Administration, N.Y.U. School of Law, June 1973); National Juvenile Law Center, Selected Bibliography for Right to Treatment (St. Louis Univ. School of Law, 1973); U.S. Dep’t of Justice, LEAA Newsletter, November 1973, at 23; N.Y. Times, Feb. 18, 1973, § 1, at 27, col. 1; Clark, Troubled Children: The Quest for Help, NEWSWEEK, April 8, 1974, at 52.


article\textsuperscript{4} by a social work academician referring to \textit{Miranda v. Arizona}\textsuperscript{5} as a case dealing with "the field of adult corrections"\textsuperscript{6} and speaking of the continuing "trend of the Court . . . toward expanding rather than contracting the rights of the accused";\textsuperscript{7} and a 1969 law review article which, although well written, argues the practical, moral, and constitutional case against abortion\textsuperscript{8} are not very enlightening or helpful to the involved lawyer, planner, administrator, or scholar in 1974.

Other selections are equally questionable. For example, a student note on a 1970 Hawaii case involving the issue whether a parent can be joined as a joint tortfeasor in an action brought by the child\textsuperscript{9} and a 1967 student comment which competently summarizes the decision in \textit{In re Gault}\textsuperscript{10} without providing much additional analysis\textsuperscript{11} fail to meet the editor's own criterion of selecting "pieces which take the definition or implementation of children's rights a step further, or which identify problems and issues that impede movements in this direction."\textsuperscript{12}

Wilkerson quite properly points out that "[h]uman rights and legal rights . . . can be relatively useless unless they are supported by a network of human services that reflect a major social policy commitment to health and welfare."\textsuperscript{13} This cursory acknowledgement of harder questions is expanded upon by Justine Wise Polier, Judge of the Family Court of the State of New York.\textsuperscript{14} In contrast to Wilkerson's easy assumption that "[t]he protective service agencies have done a commendable job during the past century"\textsuperscript{15} and his unhelpful, vague statement that "[o]ne has to concede that the present system of child
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protection runs close to violating due process of law for the parent or guardian," 16 Judge Polier more forthrightly discerns in the collected essays the degree to which those concerned with the rights of children "are imprisoned within a system which denies access to the very goals they seek." 17 Frankly acknowledging the indifference of American society toward children's rights, Judge Polier continues:

> While our rhetoric reflects the American mythology about children as our most precious resource, our actions conform to a pathology which allows blindness to deprivations that brand children with the stigmata of feeling neither wanted nor needed. It is this pathological blindness that alienates and destroys the capacity in children for caring for others or having hope for themselves. 18

Citing such scandals as the use of adult jails for the preadjudication incarceration of juveniles and the lack of appropriate treatment services, 19 Judge Polier stresses the "urgent need to confront false promises, to protect individual rights, and at the same time, to exert unremitting efforts to secure services and facilities without which legal rights can mean little" 20 and demands that we face up to the question of "why American society has been least generous toward its children and why the judicial, as well as the legislative and executive branches of government, have been so reluctant and so tardy in protecting the constitutional rights of children." 21

A number of the remaining essays in the Wilkerson collection respond to this question in terms of more specific issues and provide some thoughtful suggestions concerning their resolution. Two articles deal usefully with the various roles or responsibilities which are, or at least should be, assumed by those who purport to speak for the child 22 and with "The

---

16. Id.
17. Polier, supra note 14, in Wilkerson at xiii.
18. Id. at xiv.
19. Id. at xvi. See also John Howard Ass'n, Comprehensive Long Range Master Plan for Juvenile and Youthful Offender Justice Systems in the Commonwealth of Virginia 54, 58-98 (1974) [hereinafter cited as MASTER PLAN]. This study indicates that these problems persist throughout Virginia.
20. Polier, supra note 14, in Wilkerson at xix.
21. Id. at xvi.
Role of the Social Worker in Family Court Decision-Making." 23 In the first essay, Alan Keith-Lucas reminds lawyers, social workers, and others that speaking for the child's desires, rights, and needs (as one or more persons may perceive them) all involve very differing assumptions, responsibilities, and modes of preparation and presentation. 24 Even more importantly, Wilkerson and O. Duane Kroeker convincingly demolish the myths that social workers merely report "objective social data" 25 and "that the social worker and lawyer need to learn how to collaborate better and come to a consensus more readily around mutual cases." 26 They emphasize, rather, that value judgments are inherent in the social report and that it inevitably contains biases arising from the practices involved in social work and child welfare, from the social worker's own values, 27 and from the presumption, unvalidated by research, for placement of children of separated parents with the mother. 28 The authors also note that the social work profession has long been guilty of "attempting to incorporate psychoanalytic knowledge, but knowing it only cursorily and without possessing appropriate methodology to make it appropriate and consistently meaningful." 29 These are caveats which all lawyers, but especially the young attorneys who in most jurisdictions appear in such a large portion of the cases in juvenile and domestic relations courts, should bear constantly in mind. Deference to social workers is even less appropriate and responsible than the failure to cross-examine diligently other properly qualified expert witnesses representing more fully developed disciplines.

The troubling problem of and legislative response toward child abuse are competently analyzed in a 1965 article 30 by Robert E. Shepherd, an assistant attorney general of Virginia. Although dated in some respects, the article does identify and concisely review the conflicting arguments on the basic questions which must be resolved in the drafting of child abuse reporting legislation and would seem to merit reading by the Virginia General Assembly, which was unable at its 1974 session

---

24. Keith-Lucas, supra note 22.
26. Id. at 277.
27. Id. at 282.
28. Id. at 279.
29. Id. at 278.
to reach any resolution whatsoever.\textsuperscript{31} The common legislative response
to child abuse is more forcefully attacked by Lois Forer, Judge of the
Common Pleas Court of Philadelphia, who observes: "To date legal
consideration of the problems of the abused child has been unimaginative
and sterile. Reporting statutes are the only remedy seriously consid-
ered. . . . The obvious remedies of appointment of a guardian and
counsel for the child to bring suit against those who have abused him are
overlooked."\textsuperscript{32}

Other articles deal with such more or less esoteric topics as the
"Legitimacy of Children Born by Artificial Insemination";\textsuperscript{33} the con-
stitutionality after \textit{Shapiro v. Thompson}\textsuperscript{34} of "fiscal clearing" regu-
lations or statutes\textsuperscript{35} under which a state welfare agency may refuse to
accept custody of a child unless the transferring state agrees to con-
tinue to provide support;\textsuperscript{36} the implications\textsuperscript{37} of Levy \textit{v. Louisiana}\textsuperscript{38} and \textit{Glonia v. American Guarantee and Liability Insurance Co.};\textsuperscript{39}
and the possible entitlement of foster children to various benefits avail-
able to their foster parents pursuant to various federal statutes.\textsuperscript{40}

A short, provocative article by Judge Lindsay G. Arthur of Min-
nesota raises numerous questions about the actual degree, even after
\textit{Gault}, to which various constitutional guarantees do and should apply to
juveniles in delinquency proceedings.\textsuperscript{41} Such issues as the competency
of counsel, the scope of fourth and fifth amendment protection, the law
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of arrest and detention, the availability of bail, the protection against being twice placed in jeopardy, the utilization of punishment, and the waiver of various constitutional or statutory rights all merit judicial and legislative examination in Virginia. At a more general level, Judge Arthur's article, like that by Judge Forer, shatters the delusion held by many that "the Gault case has had a startling impact on the juvenile court" and underscores that, even if Gault has significantly changed those few areas of the juvenile process which it addresses (a proposition that can be seriously questioned), it leaves many more questions unresolved.

A number of articles deal with various procedural and substantive issues involved in custody questions arising out of neglect, divorce, foster placement, and adoption proceedings. Several argue for the seemingly undeniable proposition that children in these cases should be represented by court-appointed counsel and should have full party status. Others raise such issues or suggest such measures as the designation of percentages of income for child support; governmental withholding of child support payments; greater detail in child support decrees regarding insurance, higher education, and special education; and provisions in divorce decrees for the "joint custody of the child, the appointment of a confidential adult ally for the child and a committee chosen by the parents to decide questions on which the parents are unable to agree."

Even more importantly, these same articles call into question in various ways the traditional "best interests of the child" standard. The vagueness of this standard and its consequent lack of guidance are pointed

42. "The Virginia Juvenile and Domestic Relations Code (Title 16.1, Ch. 8) should receive major revision. ... The present Code is overly complex, vague in meaning, conflicting and in a number of respects, outdated." Master Plan, supra note 19, at 45. See also Fitch, The Need for Revision of Virginia's Juvenile Court Statute, The Colonial Lawyer, Winter 1973, at 4 (published by the Marshall-Wythe School of Law, The College of William and Mary).

43. E.g., Coughlin, supra note 4, in Wilkerson at 21.


45. Drinan, The Rights of Children in Modern American Family Law, in Wilkerson at 37, 43.

46. Id.

47. Id.

out dramatically;\textsuperscript{49} the conflict, not yet resolved in Virginia,\textsuperscript{60} between the "best interests" standard and the presumption for parental rights is demonstrated; and the uncertain impact of the "best interests" standard on such factors as the age of the child, the preference of the child, community values or standards, and the religious preference of the various parties is underscored.\textsuperscript{61}

These and other concerns are presented most tellingly and analyzed most carefully in the outstanding article by Sanford Katz of the Boston College Law School.\textsuperscript{52} In driving toward his conclusions and recommendations regarding the "best interests of the child" standard in child custody cases, Katz uses as his vehicle \textit{In re Jewish Child Care Association},\textsuperscript{63} involving a story which, he argues, "is similar to that of many other children who are similarly involved in the struggle of foster parents to adopt children over the objections of placement agencies."\textsuperscript{64} After convincingly demonstrating through his analysis of the factual situation that the primary disqualification of the foster parents as potential adoptive parents was that they loved the child at issue too much,\textsuperscript{65} Katz reaches two basic conclusions. First, he observes:

To the majority of the [New York] Court of Appeals, the fact that the Sanders were Laura's foster, rather than natural or future adoptive, parents was crucial. The court perceived foster parenthood as something less than full parenthood. . . . In essence, what the majority took as conclusive in the case, namely the "vital fact . . . that Mr. and Mrs. Sanders are not, and presumably will never be, Laura's parents by adoption," was the very issue the court was to decide.

. . . . It seems safe to say that when courts invoke the parental rights doctrine to award custody to the natural parents, they are

\textsuperscript{49} Levine, \textit{Child Custody: Iowa Corn and the Avant Garde}, in Wilkerson at 232; Coyne, \textit{supra} note 44.


\textsuperscript{51} Coyne, \textit{supra} note 44, in Wilkerson at 195-97, 199-207.

\textsuperscript{52} Katz, \textit{Foster Parents Versus Agencies: A Case Study in the Judicial Application of "The Best Interests of the Child" Doctrine}, in Wilkerson at 244. This article is also incorporated into the important work, \textit{Katz, WHEN PARENTS FAIL: THE LAW'S RESPONSE TO FAMILY BREAKDOWN} (1971).


\textsuperscript{54} Katz, \textit{supra} note 52, in Wilkerson at 245.

\textsuperscript{55} Id. at 249-50.
merely articulating an archaic notion, based upon a preference for the continuity of blood ties or the preservation of kinship loyalty, in order to justify a decision. It is a significant aspect of Child Care that the majority was more concerned with the symbol of natural family loyalty than its fact. As indicated previously, Laura's natural mother had seen the child twice in four years, and Laura's loyalty to her would seem, at best, to be more imaginary than real. 56

Second, and even more fundamentally, the Child Care decision, in Katz's view, reflects the prostitution of the court's decisionmaking jurisdiction to an administrative agency and the almost inevitable resolution of custody issues in favor of established institutions and against the position of an individual family:

The integrity of the law, as manifested in the child-placement contract and in the administrative decisions of a private agency, had been challenged. In order to maintain authority, these administrative policies had to be affirmed and the child-placement contract enforced: "[T]he program of agencies such as Child Care . . . may not be subverted by foster parents who breach their trust."

The majority in Child Care was again concerned with symbols. Judge Conway seemed compelled to preserve the sanctity of legal doctrines and, indirectly, the reputation of a community institution. The Sanders had been a threat both to the integrity and the stability of the placement contract and to the prestige of the Agency. . . .

Child custody proceedings, more than other litigation, may be merely a cover for the real conflicts: a power struggle between individuals, institutions, or individuals and institutions, which culminates in a decision that indicates a preference for certain social values over others. . . . The important question before the court was not necessarily who should be awarded custody of Laura, although this inevitably was resolved, but whose decision-making power was to be recognized, the welfare agency's or the foster parents'. In Child Care, the Agency prevailed, and the decision therefore may be described as one which furthered the best interests of the Agency. 57

56. Id. at 250-52 (footnotes omitted).
57. Id. at 252-53.
Having demonstrated that Child Care and similar cases allow a court "to camouflage its own values, provincial community values, or the interests of dominant local institutions," Katz, unlike the other authors in the Wilkerson collection, confronts and proceeds to analyze at some length the "best interests of the child" standard in order both to flesh out and to circumscribe that doctrine. With some argument on each point, he suggests that the best interests of the child can be and should only be determined on the basis of four elements: "(1) order, integrity and family loyalty; (2) financial security; (3) health and education; (4) morality and respect." These "minimum goals of parenthood," together with such procedures as "widen[ing] the scope of inquiry beyond the immediate claimants" and "requir[ing] concrete plans for a child rather than be[ing] forced into deciding a custody case on the basis of agency assumptions," should, Katz suggests, at least prevent such travesties as have occurred in Child Care, and similar cases.

In Beyond the Best Interests of the Child, Goldstein, a lawyer, and Freud and Solnit, two psychoanalysts, take the next logical step, arguing for the abolition of the "best interests of the child" standard. Certain to become a classic, this rarest of achievements, a truly interdisciplinary work, is a model of concise, logical, and precise advocacy. All of its operative terms are defined; the strengths of its analytical tools are identified and their limitations acknowledged; and its basic set of underlying values—that the child's needs are paramount and that state intervention in the child-parent relationship should be kept at a minimum—are forthrightly stated, utilized, and adhered to.

The argument of the book is so important and persuasive that a full summary is imperative. As their starting point, the authors sketch the peculiar psychology of children: "Children have their own built-in time sense . . . [resulting in] an intense sensitivity to the length of separations. . . . [and] have no psychological conception of relationship

59. Katz, supra note 52, in Wilkerson at 270.
60. Id. at 256.
61. Id. at 270.
62. Id. at 271.
63. See notes 53-57 supra & accompanying text.
64. See note 58 supra.
by blood-tie until quite late in their development." 66 On the basis of
these and other special features of children, the authors develop three
highly useful concepts: "the wanted child," 67 "the psychological par-
ent," 68 and "the common-law adoptive parent-child relationship." 69
These concepts, in turn, determine the authors' basic principle: "[C]hi-
dren whose placement becomes the subject of controversy should be
provided with an opportunity to be placed with adults who are or are
likely to become their psychological parents." 70

In accord with this principle, the authors suggest three guidelines re-
reflecting their preceding analysis of available analytical tools and of the
state of our current knowledge of childhood. First, "placement decisions
should safeguard the child's need for continuity of relationships." 71
Thus, "each child placement [should] be final and unconditional . . . ." 72
There should be no waiting periods following custody decisions in
adoption or divorce proceedings, visitation rights should be decided
not by the court but by the person having custody of the child, and
in foster placements, in contrast to adoptions, the child's ties to the
absent parent should be maintained.73

The second guideline is that "placement decisions should reflect
the child's, not the adult's, sense of time." 74 Thus, custody decisions
must be made much more quickly than is presently the practice; the
authors are confident that much of the customary delay is due more to
procrastination and to unjustified pretense about our decisionmaking
or predictive abilities than to the requirements of "reasoned judgment." 75
Moreover, custody decisions in divorce cases should be made immediate-
ly, before the divorce action is officially complete, and statutory periods
required for the proof of neglect should be repealed and replaced by a
standard postulating that neglect occurs at the point at which the child
no longer feels wanted.76

Third, "child placement decisions must take into account the law's in-

66. Id. at 11-12.
67. Id. at 20-22.
68. Id. at 17-20.
69. Id. at 27-28.
70. Id. at 31.
71. Id.
72. Id. at 35.
73. Id. at 35-39.
74. Id. at 40.
75. Id. at 43.
76. Id. at 46-49.
capacity to supervise interpersonal relationships and the limits of knowledge to make long-range predictions." This guideline repeats to some extent the first standard and is the least helpful or suggestive of the three; nevertheless, the authors do discuss at somewhat greater length the types of predictions which we can and cannot presently make, or justify taking additional time to make.

Incorporating these various value judgments, findings, principles, and guidelines, the authors suggest a replacement for the "best interests of the child" standard: "Placement should provide the least detrimental available alternative for safeguarding the child's growth and development." The authors hope that this standard will insure speedy decisions by reminding the decisionmakers that the child has already been inexorably hurt and also that such a standard will avoid the kinds of situations and decisions reflected in the Child Care litigation. Perhaps most importantly, the "least detrimental alternative" standard appears to end any presumption in contested placements for the rights of the natural parents other than whatever position they can establish on an equal footing with other claimants.

In the remainder of their book, after stressing that the child must always be represented by counsel and have party status, Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit utilize their approach to rewrite the decision in a case similar to the Child Care litigation and then reduce their arguments to a basic "Model Child Placement Statute." The book concludes with a reexamination of the premise that the child's interests should be paramount. This, with the possible exception of the chapter explaining why the "least detrimental alternative" standard is a replacement for, rather than merely an alternative explanation of, the "best interests of the child" standard, is probably the least satisfactory segment of the book. Of course, this is a topic which in many respects is beyond the realm of rational discussion, and the authors' explanation that their premise does more than any other to "protect future generations of children by increasing the number of adults-to-be who are likely to be adequate parents" is probably as convincing as any other.

77. Id. at 49.
78. Id. at 51-52.
79. Id. at 53.
80. Id. at 54.
81. Id. at 65.
82. Id. at 71-95.
83. Id. at 97-101.
84. Id. at 111.
If the Goldstein-Freud-Solnit book is likely to constitute the basic work for some years on the child custody/child placement issue, the scope and comprehensiveness—in most respects—of Modern Juvenile Justice by Sanford Fox (like Katz, a member of the Boston College Law School faculty) is likely to make this casebook the standard of comparison among teaching materials on the juvenile justice process and an indispensable reference source in its field.

Fox's casebook is not without some faults. It lacks a complete table of contents, and this, together with the typically inadequate index which seems to plague all such books, makes using it unnecessarily time-consuming until one familiarizes himself with the volume. A piece entitled "Delinquency and the Family" provides a convenient yet comprehensive review of social science theory concerning delinquency with which law students should be familiar; 85 unfortunately, as so often happens in casebooks, the remainder of the materials rarely require or help the law student to draw upon any insights which the various criminological approaches might provide on legal and administrative issues arising in the juvenile justice process. Similarly, materials in the first section of chapter one seem intended, in part, to paint a realistic, even lurid, picture of day-to-day conditions in many juvenile courts; again, this perspective is not consistently maintained throughout the book.

Other criticisms are more idiosyncratic. In a section entitled "To the Rescue," Fox includes In re Gault, 86 In re Winship, 87 and McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 88 the Supreme Court's most important decisions concerning the juvenile process. This organization does not serve any readily apparent function; a better structure would have been the placement of these cases in correspondence with the chronological stage of the adjudicatory process (an approach otherwise generally reflected in the casebook) which they directly affect. Also, Fox reproduces his own very important article on "Juvenile Justice Reform: an Historical Perspective"; 89 excerpts from Anthony Platt's The Child-Savers: The In-

---

85. Rodman and Grams, Delinquency and the Family, in President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime 188 (1967). Because the incomplete table of contents fails to list this article, finding it in Appendix B is a matter of luck or persistence. S. Fox, Modern Juvenile Justice 935 (1972) [hereinafter cited as Fox].
86. 387 U.S. 1 (1967).
88. 403 U.S. 528 (1971).
89. Fox at 15. This article originally appeared at 22 Stan. L. Rev. 1187 (1970). Some
vention of Delinquency, 90 or perhaps from Platt's partial summary of that book, 91 would add considerably to analysis of the fundamental issues which Fox raises about the scope and purposes of the juvenile process.

As Fox and especially Platt point out, an essential element of the original movement for a specialized children's court was the perceived need for reinforcement of the family's influence and control over the aspects of Fox's historical analysis are challenged by Randleman, Parens Patriae: From Chancery to the Juvenile Court, 23 S.C.L. Rev. 205, 215 (1971).


The child-saving movement, like most moral crusades, was characterized by a "rhetoric of legitimization," built on traditional values and imagery. . . .

. . . .

The discovery of problems posed by "delinquent" youth was greatly influenced by the role of feminist reformers in the child-saving movement. . . .

Child-saving was a predominantly feminist movement. . . . Child-saving was a reputable task for women who were allowed to extend their housekeeping functions into the community without denying anti-feminist stereotypes of women's nature and place . . . .

Child-saving may be understood as a crusade which served symbolic and status functions for native, middle-class Americans, particularly feminist groups. . . . One of the main forces behind the child-saving movement was a concern for the structure of family life and the proper socialization of young persons . . . .

. . . .

Although the child-savers were responsible for some minor reforms in jails and reformatories, they were more particularly concerned with extending governmental control over a whole range of youthful activities that had previously been handled on an informal basis. The main aim of the child-savers was to impose sanctions on conduct unbecoming youth and to disqualify youth from enjoying adult privileges. . . .

The child-saving movement was not so much a break with the past as an affirmation of faith in traditional institutions. Parental authority, education at home, and the virtues of rural life were emphasized because they were in decline at this time. . . . The child-savers were prohibitionists, in a general sense, who believed that social progress depended on efficient law enforcement, strict supervision of children's leisure and recreation, and the regulation of illicit pleasures. What seemingly began as a movement to humanize the lives of adolescents soon developed into a program of moral absolutism. . . .

. . . .

. . . It was not by accident that the behavior selected for penalizing by the child-savers—sexual license, drinking, roaming the streets, begging, frequenting dance halls and movies, fighting, and being seen in public late at night—was most directly relevant to the children of lower-class migrant and immigrant families.

Id. at 822, 826-27, 829.
child. Today, juvenile-only, or "status," offenses are an important component of juvenile court caseloads, and the juvenile court's continuing jurisdiction over such situations has been criticized repeatedly. The section in Fox's casebook devoted to cases and other materials dealing with "Offenses Only for Children" is particularly strong; cases such as In re Mario and E.S.G. v. State allow for discussion at great length of the difficulties of definition, the vagueness, the potential for inconsistent or discriminatory application, and other problems in and potential for abuse of such juvenile status offenses as "behavior, environment, condition, association, habits or practices . . . injurious to his welfare," "habitually disobedient or beyond the control of his parents or other custodian, or is incorrigible," "a willful and habitual truant," or "whose condition or situation is alleged to be such that his welfare demands adjudication as to his disposition, control and custody . . . ."

92. Fox at 29-31; Platt, supra note 91.
93. Data available from the Norfolk and Virginia Beach, Virginia, juvenile courts, for example, indicate that up to 25 percent of the courts' caseload consists of such litigation. The John Howard Association, in its February 1974 report on juvenile justice systems in Virginia, notes: "Currently, about 30 percent of juvenile court intake and almost 40 percent of the commitments to the Division of Youth Services are 'status-offenders', i.e., children involved in behavior that would not be a violation of law if committed by an adult." MASTER PLAN, supra note 19, at 47.
96. 447 S.W.2d 225 (Tex. 1969).
Although the conclusion that status offenses should be removed from the jurisdiction of the juvenile court is almost inescapable,98 at least on conceptual grounds, it is more difficult to say what, if anything, society should do to meet the needs of at least some portion of this group of children who are frequently seriously troubled and desperate for help. The prohibition of the incarceration of such children, preferably by statutory mandate instead of judicial fiat,99 would at least alleviate some of the most flagrant and troubling abuses. "Diversion programs," such as those operated in Sacramento, California, and recently implemented in Virginia Beach and Norfolk, Virginia, emphasizing short- or medium-term family counseling, hold great potential in terms of effectiveness and cost-benefit, at least in theory, and seem to be demonstrating their utility in those jurisdictions where they are properly staffed and administered.100 A more comprehensive variant of the family counseling-oriented diversion units are the Youth Service Bureaus advocated and sometimes funded by the Office of Youth Development of the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare.101 Unfortunately, the prospects for such alternatives to overly broad juvenile court jurisdiction are not, if one is to be realistic, very bright, due to their inability to offer the parent jurisdictions immediate, short-term cost savings or even tradeoffs (although long-term savings are quite likely) and the reluctance of many juvenile court judges and other personnel to forsake their "responsibility," that is, their broad power over the entire range of juvenile affairs.

Fox's materials on police handling of juveniles are equally comprehensive. The various constitutional issues—arrest, search and seizure, interrogations, lineups, fingerprinting, and official records—are, nearly without exception, covered through well-selected cases, other materials,

98. See articles cited note 94 supra.
100. M A S T E R P L A N, supra note 19, at 173-74.
and questions which lend themselves to extensive discussion and analysis. The nonlegal materials in this chapter, especially those primarily from the social sciences in the section entitled "The Police and the 'System,'" are even more stimulating. They demonstrate to the reader that many, if not most, incidents which could be formally adjudicated in the juvenile court as alleged delinquencies are, instead, informally disposed of by the police in one way or another. As can a court, the police may do nothing, warn and release a child, place him on "probation," punish him, try to help him, or utilize any combination of these possibilities. The materials make clear that if one is really interested in "reducing" delinquency or "dealing with it" differently, attention must be afforded the hitherto largely unstructured, uncontrolled, and even unknown "juvenile justice system" within the police departments of our cities. The issues of the extent to which and how this "low visibility" system is to be modified or otherwise reformed reflect the larger question of whether and how the unbridled discretion now exercised by the police in nearly every aspect of their operation is to be structured and controlled. Whether to patrol a neighborhood with one car or two, or on foot, or not at all; whether and how to respond to reported or observed offenses; under what circumstances to use varying degrees of force, including deadly force; whether to arrest a suspect or not—these and numerous other resource allocation, planning, tactical, and enforcement decisions by every member of the department, from the chief to the most inexperienced recruit, are constantly made in every city without the knowledge of or input from the citizenry. They are, moreover, largely unaffected by judicial decisions.103

The various problems in structuring, channeling, and controlling police decisionmaking regarding these and other issues presently are receiving substantial attention.104 Any movement toward surfacing and


104. K. Davis, Discretionary Justice (2d ed. 1971) is the seminal work in this area. The author observes:

The police are among the most important policy-making agencies, despite the widespread assumption that they are not . . . .

The system is atrociously unsound under which an individual policeman has unguided discretionary power to weigh social values in an individual case and make a final decision as to governmental policy for that case, despite a statute to the contrary, without review by any other authority,
systematizing the exercise of discretion by youth bureau members and other police officers in their handling of juveniles, the area in which the police as well as the courts traditionally have exercised their greatest discretion, should have substantial impact on the broader issues just mentioned.

The juvenile system's perennial problem with the alleged delinquent's prehearing status, that is, whether he should be incarcerated pending adjudication of his case, is treated almost as comprehensively by Fox. The book has ample materials for discussion of and reference on such continuously pressing issues as whether children have or should have a right to bail, the proper criteria for deciding whether a child should be detained prior to adjudication, the related question of the reasons for and solutions to overcrowding of detention facilities and the consequent placement of children in adult jails, the constitutional question of the type of hearing, if any, which must be conducted concerning the child's initial and continued placement in detention, and the matter of the living conditions and rehabilitation-oriented treatment services to which a child may be entitled constitutionally or statutorily. The chap-

without recording the facts he finds, without stating reasons and without relating one case to another.

ter's only deficiency is its lack of any materials on the issue of the judicial remedies available for children who are mistreated while in detention or subjected to unconstitutional or otherwise unacceptable conditions; this weakness is due partly, but not entirely, to the book’s publication in mid-1972.\textsuperscript{105}

Such an oversight might have been a substantial one in light of the explosive developments in “prison law” or “prisoners’ rights” resulting from the flurry of litigation, primarily in the federal courts, over first, fifth, sixth, eighth, and fourteenth amendment issues in the prison context.\textsuperscript{106} It is remedied partially by the inclusion in the chapter on “Juvenile Corrections” of materials dealing with related problems. In the “Reform Schools” section of that chapter, the issues of the minimal conditions to which even incarcerated children are constitutionally entitled and the constitutional limitations on the punishment to which such juveniles may be subjected are presented quite adequately through the important case of \textit{Lollis v. New York State Department of Social Services}.\textsuperscript{107} As a whole, however, this section misses the thrust of the prisoner rights issue, even though a number of fundamentally important cases had been decided prior to the publication of the book.\textsuperscript{108} Even in 1971 and early 1972, such cases were clearly harbingers of similar

\textsuperscript{105} See, e.g., Juvenile Detention Center, Baltimore City Jail (Sup. Bench of Baltimore City, Md., Aug. 3, 1971 & Nov. 10, 1971) (memorandum opinion), in which the court found that the conditions under which children were being detained pending adjudication constituted cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the eighth and fourteenth amendments and, relying on its powers as a court of equity, ordered not only that numerous changes be made in operating procedures and physical conditions, regardless of the expense involved, but also that the detention facility cease to be used to house juveniles at all within a year of the court's order. \textit{See also In re Savoy}, Nos. 70-4808 and 70-4714 (Juv. Ct. of D.C., Oct. 13, 1970), in which the chief judge of the court entered an order with similarly sweeping provisions. Subsequent newspaper headlines reflect both the necessity and the difficulties of continued court monitoring of such cases: “Receiving Home Ordered Closed; Judge Scathes D. C. for Inaction,” The Washington Post, Jan. 13, 1973, § A, at 1; “D. C. Fails to Find New Shelters as Ordered,” \textit{id.}, Feb. 18, 1973, § C, at 2; “Juvenile Shelters Unready,” \textit{id.}, Oct. 20, 1973, § B, at 1; “30 Juveniles Waiting Trial Freed,” \textit{id.}, Feb. 28, 1974, § B, at 3.

\textsuperscript{106} H. \textsc{friendly, Federal Jurisdiction: A General View} 16 (1973).


challenges to fundamental aspects of day-to-day operations and procedures in juvenile institutions.109

At a somewhat different, more operational level, the book also fails to present an adequate picture of what might be considered the initial phase of the correctional process—the juvenile court's disposition decision. Fox is to be commended for providing the only widespread dissemination of a study by the Committee on Mental Health Services Inside and Outside the Family Court in the City of New York, entitled "Juvenile Justice Confounded; Pretensions and Realities of Treatment Services." 110 This extremely important study devastatingly documents the rampant discrimination by private and voluntary agencies against older children, children involved in serious or drug-related offenses, and children from minority groups, a situation which is by no means confined to New York City. Other than this selection, the book does not really capture or convey to the reader the difficult, crucial decision-making process which juvenile court judges and lawyers must undertake daily in the face of the unforgivably limited resources for and knowledge about effective correctional intervention strategies.

The chapter on the depressing topic of juvenile corrections ends the

109. Those germinal cases have since borne fruit in the juvenile system: Inmates of the Boy's Training School v. Affleck, 346 F. Supp. 1354 (D.R.I. 1972); Nelson v. Heyne, 355 F. Supp. 451 (N.D. Ind. 1972, supp. opinion 1973), aff'd, 491 F.2d 352 (7th Cir. 1974). In each case, the courts held that various living conditions, disciplinary sanctions, and administrative procedures involving the use of tranquilizing drugs and mail censorship violated the constitutional rights of the juvenile inmates. The courts also held that incarcerated juveniles are statutorily (346 F. Supp. at 1364; 355 F. Supp. at 459) or constitutionally (355 F. Supp. at 459; 491 F.2d at 358-60) entitled to rehabilitative efforts on the part of the state. The court in Affleck further held that purported budget limitations do not provide a valid excuse for failing to remedy unconstitutional conditions and practices. 346 F. Supp. at 1374. In an “interim emergency order” in Morales v. Turman, 364 F. Supp. 166 (E.D. Tex. 1973), the court prescribed disciplinary procedures, limited solitary confinement, prohibited mail censorship, appointed an institutional ombudsman, required the psychological screening of prospective employees, and held that incarcerated juveniles have a constitutional right to treatment. It would appear, unfortunately, that Landman v. Royster, 333 F. Supp. 621 (E.D. Va. 1971), establishes a precedent for similar adjudication regarding juvenile institutions in Virginia, if recent newspaper reports are accurate: Brown, “Children Committed by State Merely Confined, Not Helped,” Richmond Times-Dispatch, May 27, 1973, § A, at 1, col. 3; Brown, “Children's Rights Long Ignored,” id., May 28, 1973, § A, at 1, col. 1; “Custodial Care is Inbred,” id., May 29, 1973, § A, at 1, col. 3; Brown, “Concentrated Efforts Needed to Solve Problems in Youth Institutions,” id., § A, at 1, col. 5.

110. The study committee was chaired by Judge Poller (see text accompanying notes 14-21 supra). The study was published in 1972 by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Hackensack, N.J.
book with a section entitled "Innovations," which competently surveys modern ideas and treatment approaches in juvenile corrections. The primary emphasis on halfway houses and basic clinical evaluation techniques reflects all too accurately our almost total ignorance of the actual effects any given sanction has on children. The minutes from a recent symposium on youth services bureaus with which Fox ends his casebook reflect accurately the real issues facing us at the present time:

One general theme which was touched upon was the difficulty of producing real change in a complex, interlocking system such as criminal justice, a system which has an unlimited capacity to absorb and neutralize innovation.

...[Another] speaker raised the possibility that "diversion for diversion's sake" might be valuable. Perhaps some children are better off the less we do for them, and therefore it might be well to set up a social institution which will enable the community to do less for some children. The key problem here is, of course, the diagnostic one. How do we identify the children for whom minimal intervention is desirable?

The speaker's final point was that talk of diversion can mask assumptions. We must ask whether youth services bureaus will inevitably deal with children who would have been fed into the criminal justice system, or whether one result of the creation of these agencies might be the imposition of controls on children upon whom such controls might not otherwise have been imposed.

This, of course, is simply another way of saying, along with Judge Polier, that "those concerned with the rights [or, it might have been added, the treatment or rehabilitation] of children are imprisoned

111. It has been observed that "[t]here has been too heavy a reliance upon the classical, clinical, psychiatric, and medical model for diagnosing juveniles, youthful offenders, and adults in trouble with the law in the Commonwealth of Virginia." Master Plan, supra note 19, at 11.

112. Legislatures are notoriously hesitant to allocate funds for the kind of valid correctional research which, in the long run, would avoid the waste of millions of dollars. Cf. Master Plan, supra note 19, at 17: "Currently no funds are available within the Division of Youth Services or the Division of Corrections for research and evaluation purposes. Ordinarily, between 2-10 percent of an operating budget is necessary for a viable research and evaluation unit."

within a system which denies access to the very goals they seek.”

That this need not always be so is demonstrated by the Goldstein-
Freud-Solnit book. Such hopelessness is also beginning to dissipate in
at least one other important area of children’s rights which Wilkerson,
inexplicably, intentionally omits from his volume—the rights of children
(and adults as well) to truly effective treatment and basically humane
conditions in institutions for the mentally ill and the mentally retarded,
and the closely related issue of the rights of retarded, autistic, learning-
disabled, hyperkinetic, and other exceptional children to a public edu-
cation which meets their needs or at least meets their needs as equally
as it meets the needs of supposedly more “normal” children. This
aspect of the law pertaining to children, which saw important develop-
ments before the publication of Wilkerson’s book and today is one
of the most fertile and hopeful in the entire civil rights field, alerts us
once again, through its inevitable exposure of abuses, to the hypocracies
of supposedly benevolent intentions which lead to the excessive use of
almost inherently debilitating institutionalization. Similarly, this new
area of the law underscores the lesson, implicit in all three of the re-
viewed volumes, that, given our limited knowledge about treatment and
other helping services, the most economical, least harmful, and often
most effective way of dealing with troubled children is to work with
most of them in the traditional settings—the home, the community, the
public school—which are taken for granted by those of us fortunate
enough and powerful enough to continue to be labeled “normal.”

114. Text accompanying note 17 supra.
115. Judge Forer at least identifies these issues in a brief but prescient section of
her article, supra note 32.
(E.D. Pa. 1972); Larry P. v. Riles, 343 F. Supp. 1306 (N.D. Cal. 1972); Wyatt v.
1972). On the related issue of the suspension or expulsion of children from school,
see, for example, Madera v. Board of Education, 386 F.2d 778 (2d Cir. 1967). See also
Murdock, Civil Rights of the Mentally Retarded: Some Critical Issues, 48 NOTRE DAME
LAW. 133 (1971); Symposium, The Legal Rights of the Mentally Retarded, 23 SYRACUSE
117. Comprehensive review and analysis of recent developments may be found in
Kirp, Buss & Kuriloff, Legal Reform of Special Education: Empirical Studies and
Proposals, 62 CALIF. L. REV. 40 (1974); Friedman, The Mentally Handicapped Citizen